ALEX DORR
RAVE REVIEWS FROM VIRTUAL
EXPERIENCES WITH ALEX
KIMBERLY LIEB, TRAINING MANAGER
Johnson & Johnson, Medtronic
"As someone with 17 years of experience in training and
development that knows the challenge of keeping an online
presentation engaging, I had operated by the learning and
development gospel that you shouldn't do a virtual session
longer than 90 minutes and because of our time together. Alex
had me questioning all that have believed about that belief. If
you are looking for a captivating virtual experience that
teaches, transforms and moves teams to action, I highly
recommend gathering with Alex and your group on your
favorite virtual platform of choice in the future."

BOOK ALEX FOR A SESSION

402-763-8963

alex@cywakeman.com

JORDAN MASTEN, LEADERSHIP & CULTURE DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST

Nebraska Furniture Mart

"I had the opportunity to experience a virtual 3-day leadership development workshop conducted by Alex and with
18 hours of content planned I wasn’t if I was going to be able to learn in that environment and stay engaged - boy
was I wrong! From start to finish, RBL was taught with professionalism, patience, and high energy! You don’t even
realize you are in the comfort of your own home while learning this awesome content. I was able to ask my
questions in the chat setting and we had lots of great group discussions. The pace of the course was great, we took
appropriate breaks to stretch and refresh and anything we didn’t understand fully could be discussed during the
break or at the end of the day. Overall, my virtual experience with Alex was incredible and mindshifting!"

TOM LOWERY, PRESIDENT, BUILDING CONTROLS SYSTEMS
Legrand North America

"We were halfway through a 4-part leadership series with Alex where he was facilitating full-day on-site sessions
when the COVID crisis hit. In response, we quickly pivoted and moved the remaining two sessions to a virtual
experience to support our leaders as we felt this training was more important now than ever during these
unprecedented times. We just finished our first virtual experience and our leaders feedback was very positive. Alex
was able to mix the Reality-Based concepts with relevant examples giving our leaders simple tools to facilitate even
more clarity and problem- solving. The session was interactive as Alex kept the audience involved with Q&A, tools,
and activities that are tailored to the specific needs of our business."

JAMIE HOWER, MANAGER, TALENT DEVELOPMENT
Monument Health

"I cannot speak fondly enough about our experience with RBL. As far as a discussion about roll-out, I
am leading our internal labor pipeline COVID team and am back to back 12 hours a day finding and training
caregivers to prepare to take on all sorts of roles in the (probable) event of an ongoing patient surge. I will not be
able to have a conversation in the near future.
I do believe that our work over the last 4 years both virtually and in-person with Alex, Cy and team has DRASTICALLY
impacted our current situation in a positive way. I’ve heard A LOT of “you can choose joy or misery even in our
current situation” I’ve seen people stepping up without drama (where they wouldn’t have prior), and there has been
an overwhelming sense of teamwork and curiosity – which is a change from opinion-based verbal vomiting in times of
challenge for sure! Additionally, I personally feel more empowered to say what needs to be said in this emergency
circumstance because of the trust built through drama-reduction efforts."

ALEX DORR
RAVE REVIEWS FROM VIRTUAL EXPERIENCES
WITH ALEX, CONTINUED
CLINT S. RUDY, DIRECTOR OF LIBRARIES
Suffolk Public Library
"We had Alex pop in virtually for a one-hour keynote at our executive team retreat to introduce the research around
navigating drama in the workplace, cultivating accountability and increasing readiness for change.
Alex's presentation added a perfect dynamic around our leadership development theme and he was able to tailor the
core content to match our specific needs as well as give some actionable ways to lead our people during the ever
challenging environment of COVID. The session was naturally interactive and what was most impactful was that, in
an hour, each executive left with 2-3 actionable tools/strategies that they were able to use to coach and manage the
energy of their teams in a more effective way moving forward!"

BOOK ALEX FOR A SESSION

402-763-8963

alex@cywakeman.com

